
WOVEN     QUILTS        Smith-Owen 

 

WOVEN QUILTS….SUPPLY LIST     

 

The project we will make in class is about 18” X 24”.    Larger pieces can be made, but to 

get the whole process in our time frame we will work on a smaller project. 

 

Supplies needed 

 

FAT QUARTERS OF 2 different fabrics….. fabrics with contrast work best…or those 

with a gradated color palette….going from yellow to orange to red, for instance.  Batiks 

work well too, as they have a very good color range.  How about using some of those 

hand-dyes collecting dust in your stash?? 

 

Assorted colors of fabric—scraps or ¼ yard cuts…fat quarters…. to complete the 

project….coordinating with the larger pieces which will be woven.  You can also use 

fabric with pictures on it….pictures or designs that will be appropriate for the theme of 

your quilt.    These fabrics can go on top of the   woven pieces, which will be used as a 

base for a collage, so plan accordingly.  Seascape or floral themes work well, but choose 

whatever appeals to YOU! 

BORDERS.....choose as fabric for your borders that will go well with your woven fabrics.  

Remember, that your borders do not all have to match.  You will need enough for all 4 

sides, but about a 4" border is plenty wide for this small piece. 

 

Masking or painter’s blue tape….Pins 

 

2 yards  light weight fusible, such as steam-a-seam or heat and bond lite.  I like to use 

Wonder Under  light weight….it works very well, as it is very light. There is now a new 

product call Soft Fuse, too. 

 

Batting at least   30 by 30”.  This will be large enough for your woven piece including the 

borders,   I like to use warm and natural as it holds its shape well.   Some students 

mentioned using the fusible batting, which sounds good, but I have not yet tried it. 

 

BACKING.....for backing, I use muslin.  Just be sure it covers your fat quarter size of 

weaving, plus your borders.  One yard of muslin should be plenty.  You can use any 

fabric, but for wall-hangings, I often just use muslin for my backing. If you want another 

fabric, choose a busy print! 

 

BORDERS…..I use 4- 6” wide borders,  You would need  4 strips by width of fabric, 

approximately…or in some cases I used different borders on the top from the sides….and 

also used a little teeny tiny inner border.  We will be adding the border to the weaving  in 

class.  The woven top  should be complete when you finish class. 

 



It is necessary to have a type of  pin board to work on….bring a pad such as a towel, or a 

cutting/ironing mat, thick batting with a muslin cover….something suitable to pin your 

project to as you work.  This is not required but can be helpful when working.  I went to 

Lowes and got  1” thick insulation board with silver paper…it comes 4 by 8 feet, much 

larger than you need  I cut my board to about 28 by 30 or so.….then, just cover it with 

batting, tape around the back to hold,  and you will be all set.  NOTE….foamcore board 

would also work…I have bought foamcore board at the dollar stores. 

 

You will also need a ruler, cutting mat, scissors, permanent fine line sharpie marker, and  

sewing machine with coordinating threads to go with your weaving and design.  Bring a 

free motion foot at well…so you can quilt your masterpiece at the end.  

 

An optional book for fun is called Simply Stunning Woven Quilts by Ann Faustino...it  

will give you further  inspiration.  Just be sure to pick an idea that will be fun and 

inspirational for you.  This project can also be embellished with beads, yarn and other 

goodies if you like. 

 

Any questions??? 

 

 

Judy Irish     wildirishrows@yahoo.com         360-403-4868 

 

wildirishrowsquilting.blogspot.com 

 


